
Nothing

The way the class was ran, everything went smoothly.

Question: Course improvements

Learned a lot about the university

Making resumes and related takes

Professional development

There was a lot of material covered that although easy to learn on my own was easier to be given.

Good place to learn about the resources offered by the school, in addition to career-building and real-world skills (resumes, cover letters, internships.co-ops)

classes on resume and cover letter writing

Practicality.

Taught about GT life effectively

The class was really fun.

Question: Course best aspect

 Text ResponsesInstructor

Fall 2015, GT 1000 GT Freshman Seminar Section D21
Instructor: Perez, Nicolas (Primary)

Georgia Institute of Technology

There were: 13 possible respondents.

0000174.962%8Instructor: Overall effectiveness (Perez)21

N/A1 Strongly Disagree2345 Strongly Agree

0000274.969%9Instructor: Feedback helpfulness (Perez)20

N/A1 Not Helpful2345 Extremely Helpful

0000364.869%9Instructor: Availability (Perez)19

N/A1 Hard To Find2345 Highly Accessible

0000454.669%9Instructor: Stimulates interest (Perez)18

N/A1 Ruined Interest2345 Made Me Eager

0000364.869%9Instructor: Enthusiasm (Perez)17

N/A1 Detached2345 Extremely Enthus

0000184.969%9Instructor: Respect for students (Perez)16

N/A1 Very Poor2345 Exceptional

0000184.969%9
Instructor: Communicated how to succeed
(Perez)

15

N/A1 Strongly Disagree2345 Strongly Agree

0000184.969%9Instructor: Clarity (Perez)14

N/A1 Very Poor2345 Exceptional

0001344.562%8Course: Overall effectiveness9

N/A1 Strongly Disagree2345 Strongly Agree

4000234.769%9Course: Assignments measured knowledge8

0001354.669%9Course: Assignments facilitated learning7

N/A1 Very Poor2345 Exceptional

010152469%9Course: Amount learned6

N/A1 Almost Nothing2345 Exceptional Amt

0000454.669%9Course: How prepared to take subject5

N/A1 Completely Unprep2345 Extremely Well

081000069%9Student: Percent homework completion3

090000069%9Student: Percent attendance2

N/A90-10080-9070-8050-7030-500-30

0000001869%9Student: Hours per week1

N/A18 +15-1812-159-126-93-60-3Interpol. MedianRRNQuestion Text
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n/aPerez

NothingPerez

Quality of teaching was greatPerez

Question: Instructor other comments

n/aPerez

Nothing major, he did a good jobPerez

He often wasn't there without giving a reasonPerez

Perhaps more engaging activities in class but that's not a huge issuePerez

n/aPerez

NothingPerez

NothingPerez

Question: Instructor improvements

Teacher was clearPerez

Communication and leadership, didn't make us do the really dumb stuffPerez

Good talent recruitmentPerez

I really liked Nick and I learned a good amount in his classPerez

Extremely helpful and friendly, cut through most of the nonsense involved with other GT1000 classesPerez

Very organized and gave assignments early and with lots of time to spare.Perez

Practicality.Perez

Enthusiastic and passionatePerez

His ability to make the atmosphere happyPerez

Question: Instructor greatest strength

n/a

Question: Other overall comments

N/A

Course was very informative

Question: Other comments about quality of course

Nothing really

More structure for the classes

Less focus on less useful aspects (traditions and such), more focus on things mentioned above

remove lassi assignment/activity

Even more practical topics, the days spent on stuff like emergency services are important but not as useful all in all.
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